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external to Sl and is the same as that at an infinitely distant point.    The sum of the potentials of MI and x is therefore zero.
It appears that the form of the surface S2 may be changed without in any way disturbing the electricity on the surface Si.
388.    Let a solid conductor whose boundary is the surface $2 be  acted  on by a given  external  system  of   electrical  points (mass Jf2) and let the charge given to the conductor be y.    The condition  of equilibrium is that the sum of the potentials of Mz and y is constant throughout the interior.   Since this condition is not affected by removing any portion of the inside matter the equilibrium of the electricity on Sz will not be disturbed when the surface Si is made the internal boundary.
389.    If we now superimpose these two conductors, we have a conductor bounded by the surfaces Si, S2 with a given electrical mass MI inside Si and a mass Mz outside S2.   Let the charge given to the conductor be M.
There will now be a charge x = — MI on Si so arranged that the sum of the potentials of MI and x is zero at all points external to $1. There will be charge y=sM+Mi on S2 so arranged that the sum of the potentials of M2 and y is constant at all points internal to $2. The condition that the equilibrium should remain undisturbed is that the sum of the four potentials should be constant at all points between Si, Sa and this condition is evidently satisfied.
We observe that the distributions of electricity on the two boundaries are independent of each other.
390.    Screens.    We notice how completely the electricity on the surface Si screens the repelling masses MI from observation by an external spectator.    If the masses forming the system MI be moved about in any way within the cavity the electricity on Si rearranges itself continually so that in equilibrium the resultant force at every external point is zero.
In the same way if the external masses Mz be moved about, the electricity on the surface $2 is rearranged and the motion is imperceptible to an observer within the cavity.
391. We shall now prove that there is but one possible distribution in equilibrium on the two surfaces Slt Sz when the charge M and the electrical masses MI, AT2 are given.
If possible let there be another arrangement.    Then subtracting one of these

